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Covid19- Impact on Property Market
‘Adapting to New Normal’

Kuala Lumpur, 13 April – The property market will not be exempted from a pandemic of this magnitude.
However, real properties will remain standing. Although ownership may change hands and some may fall
vacant. The effects would be more evident in the second-half, we expect a challenging time ahead.
But challenges can also create opportunities. Technology in property can pick up some momentum going
forward - concepts such as Smart Building, Smart Home, Industrialised Building System (IBS) and many
others may provide alternative solutions in the new marketplace.
Below are our 3 major concerns surrounding the property market:
1. Disruption in economic activities
• The Covid-19 control measures around the world will further reduce global trade in addition to the
on-going US-China Trade War and the falling oil prices.
• In Malaysia, the MCO if prolonged will see SMEs closing down, productivity and economic losses
and rise in unemployment
• All these will hold back investment activity may it be expansion or new asset acquisition
2. Confidence and sentiments running low
• Private consumption has been the biggest demand driver for Malaysian economy
• But as income falls, fear of job insecurity, private consumption may contract significantly.
• The priority for households to spend on necessity items, buying property is less preferences
3. Oversupply amplified
• Residential – weakening consumption amidst the prevailing overhang situation
• Fear of oil and gas industry downturn if the oil price war persists may impact the office sector
Residential
The residential market has been on the bear run prior to the pandemic and will remain subdued in short- to
medium-term. Lack of spending confidence and more stringent lending policies would also deter residential
purchase. New launches may take a back seat for some time. Stratified properties with higher density may
now be viewed negatively, sharing communal space may be perceived as a risk during this sensitive time.
Ultimately challenges may be felt by the mid and lower range housing from the B40 and some of M40,
especially the self-employed and daily wage earners.
Looking at housing as a necessity, could cushion the residential sector from the worst. Once the cobwebs are
cleared, organic drivers such as urbanisation and population growth shall continue to stabilise the residential
market.
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Office
The office sector may experience less adversity in the short term since office tenancy by default, has a longer
lease term. However, the MCO may cause organisations to be more agile in their operations and remote
work arrangements have been an eye-opener. This may create demand for smaller and more flexible office
space in the future.
The greater threat to the Malaysian office sector is the current oil price war in the international market. If the
race to the bottom persists, another gust of headwinds could await the oil and gas industry in Malaysia. Its
further decline will certainly trigger a damaging chain effect downstream, including office occupancy.
At present, the occupancy rate of Klang Valley’s office market (112 million square feet in total supply) is still
hovering slightly above the healthy benchmark of 80%. Rental has remained stable in the past few years as
well. There is about 10.2 million square feet of office space expected to be completed in the next 2 to 3
years. With an economic downturn, office oversupply in Klang Valley will come into the picture.
Retail and hotel
Tourism and retailing of non-essentials have been badly hit. Malls in sub-prime areas may see increasing
vacancy rate and the upcoming ones could expect difficulty in securing tenants.
The services industry may experience the most severe adversity from the pandemic. Consumption will not
improve overnight and businesses are staring at a possibility of capacity reduction which may be due to
labour shortages or requirement by the authorities in post-MCO. Therefore, retail and hospitality which are in
the eye of the storm could face a painstakingly slower recovery after this.
Nonetheless, e-commerce has to be the breath of fresh air for these markets. A number of e-commerce
platforms have surges in their orders for groceries and food delivery. This may be the time for offline retailers
to explore the potential of omnichannels.
Industrial
A temporary slowdown in activity is inevitable amidst the disruption in global trade and supply chain.
Investment activity in the industrial sector is foreseen to moderate. Direct foreign investments may drop
drastically. It is time to shift focus on how local investors can be provided more incentives and a more
conducive business environment to encourage increased investments.
At present, industries such as pharmaceuticals, medical supplies and equipment, etc. are poised to spark ecommerce and 3PLs on a strong growth trajectory. The industrial sector will continue be the bright spot in
Malaysia’s property market with regional logistics and warehousing being one of the primary drivers.
Currently there is an estimated 10.6 million square feet of logistics and warehouse space occupied by 3PLs in
prime industrial schemes, predominantly located in Shah Alam and Port Klang. At least another 2 million
square feet of new logistics and warehouse facilities are expected to come onstream by 2022.
The latest AREA Logistics in Ampang coupled with the upcoming IKEA’s regional distribution facility in Pulau
Indah and the opening of KLIA Aeropolis together with the Digital Free Trade Zone, are the underlining
testaments to the prospects of e-commerce, logistics and warehousing activities in Malaysia.
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As far as the property market is concerned, there are few curative and corrective measures that could be
considered:
I.

The government could bring back another edition of Home Ownership Campaign (HOC) to spur the
soft residential market. The new HOC should be broadened to cover both the primary and
secondary markets with rebates for properties of all prices.

II.

Minimal barriers in residential market such as simplifying the process of releasing unsold bumi lots
and to waive Real Property Gains Tax (RPGT) to incentivise transactions and foreign purchases could
increase market catchment.

III.

The authority should assess residential demand and supply before giving new approvals in view of
possible widespread project delays due to this pandemic coupled with the prevailing residential
overhang.

IV.

The pandemic has increased the awareness of safety control and crisis response measures. Perhaps
it is time to review building regulations and requirements particularly for stratified properties with
high population density.

V.

For the underwhelmed commercial properties such as offices and retail malls, the assessment rate
could be revised to reflect the actual occupancy rate.

VI.

Taking Singapore as a model, a new Act with force majeure provisions for MCO or specific stop
work orders. Given that the MCO will cause project delays, developers and landlords could be
slapped with hefty penalties for breach of contract. However, buyers and tenants must also be fairly
protected.

VII.

Providing more incentives for new industries such as tax, accelerated depreciation on capital
allowances, etc.

VIII.

Relax on land laws for freehold ownership and allow bumiputra quota requirement to be met based
on deferred by 10 years basis or one-time open offer, whereby if no takers, will still be allowed to
proceed automatically, instead of imposing this obligation on investor. This will increase investment
and job creation and solve more of residential overhang.

IX.

Improve tourism by leasing/ licensing to credible private parties to improve and operate places of
interest. Thus, improving tourism experience to world class standards and number of arrivals. This
will help the retail and hotel industry.
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